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ABSTRACT 
Device scaling has enabled continuous performance increase of 
integrated circuits. However, severe reliability and yield concerns 
are arising against the background of nanotechnology. Tradition-
ally, most causes and countermeasures were solely considered 
manufacturing issues, but lately, we have seen a shift towards op-
erational reliability issues. Though, besides intense research on 
soft-errors and system-level approaches very little effort is put into 
low-level design solutions in order to enhance lifetime reliability. 
Hence, we demonstrate that redundant transistor insertion does im-
prove system reliability significantly as regards Time-Dependent 
Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB). Furthermore, we introduce an al-
gorithm which identifies the transistors being most vulnerable to 
TDDB. Subsequently, redundant transistors (called shadow transis-
tors) are inserted at the previously identified instances. Lastly, we 
argue for applying high threshold voltage devices for the redundant 
transistors. Finally, we present results for a set of benchmark cir-
cuits and prove the combined approach successful. The enhanced 
designs were on average 41.8 % more reliable compared to the ini-
tial designs in respect of TDDB at the price of moderately in-
creased power consumption and delay. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
B.8.1 [Performance and Reliability]: Reliability, Testing, and 
Fault-Tolerance; B.8.2 [Performance and Reliability]: Perform-
ance Analysis and Design Aids; C.4 [Performance of Systems]: – 
Design studies, Fault tolerance, Performance attributes, Reliability, 
availability, and serviceability 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Design, Performance, Reliability. 

Keywords 
Logic design, Gate oxide breakdown, Modeling, Redundancy, 
Nanotechnology, Transistor, Organic computing. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Performance of integrated circuits benefits from aggressive scaling 
of device sizes. By contrast, manufacturing yield and lifetime reli-
ability decrease at alarming pace while the physical limits of 
nanotechnology are being approached. That is, reduced design and 
process error margins due to material defects and imperfections 
have to be dealt with. Additionally, miniaturization results in in-
creased susceptibility to different kinds of failures during opera-
tion. Of major concern for reliability, performance and power con-
sumption is the gate oxide which is the dielectric isolating the tran-
sistor input and the conducting channel. The thickness of gate ox-
ide is less than 20 Å in current technologies and due to the small 
number of atomic layers in the oxide, non-ideal scaling of supply 
voltage and the increase of the electric field, gate oxide has become 
highly vulnerable. In combination with the rising transistor count 
per die, the probability for a system failure due to gate oxide 
breakdown grows with every new technology generation and is a 
crucial problem for design, manufacturing and operation of inte-
grated systems. 
Gate oxide breakdown is defined as the point in time when a con-
ducting path is created between the gate and the substrate of a tran-
sistor [20]. This conducting path originates from two different 
mechanisms in respect of time. Firstly, abrupt damage because of 
extreme overvoltage ─ e.g. due to Electro-Static Discharge (ESD). 
Secondly, a rather slow destruction over time called Time-
Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB). The physical root 
causes for TDDB are still subject of discussion in the research 
community whereas the thermochemical model and anode hole 
injection seem to be the most relevant effects [23]. However, dur-
ing operation charge traps start to form in the gate oxide which 
eventually overlap to form a conducting path between gate and 
substrate. Once formed, a chain of events occurs: Conduction leads 
to increased current flow, current leads to heat, heat leads to ther-
mal damage and thermal damage leads to even more charge traps 
which increase the conduction again. This positive feedback loop 
accelerates the gate oxide breakdown and ends with a failing tran-
sistor [4][23]. 
According to ITRS, tool assisted insertion of reliability into the 
design will become a key priority because systems are becoming 
too complex to be fully functionally tested [15]. Hence, we present 
a new approach for the automatic insertion of redundant transistors 
to encounter TDDB and to increase lifetime reliability. Thereto, we 
analyze various netlists and identify the most vulnerable transis-
tors. At those instances, redundant transistors are added in parallel 
─ called shadow transistors hereafter. This does not solely in-
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crease lifetime reliability but also raises manufacturing yield be-
cause certain production failures can be compensated (e.g. stuck-
open transistors). 

2. RELATED WORK 
Traditionally, reliability and yield engineering has been considered 
only as an issue of manufacturing. However, especially against the 
background of nanotechnology, reliability engineering has gained 
an increased attention by circuit designers as well. Established low-
level approaches for defect yield enhancement are static reconfigu-
ration of redundant modules and layout modification. In [1] both 
approaches are implemented to increase the yield of an adder struc-
ture. That is, static reconfiguration is achieved by the use of laser 
fuses for disconnecting defective bit slices and connecting spare 
ones. This is also common practice in nowadays memory manufac-
turing. Furthermore, layout modifications rearrange parts of the 
layout in order to optimize the design, e.g. duplication of vias, 
widening and length-minimization of wires, area compaction or 
layer reassignment [2]. 
A further issue is parametric yield loss where in contrast to defect 
yield all devices might work functionally correct but not within the 
given design requirements. The root cause is increased parameter 
variations in nanotechnology which means that desired feature di-
mensions cannot be reproduced repeatedly. Thus, even small varia-
tions of critical parameters like dopant concentration, channel 
length or gate oxide thickness have huge impact on performance, 
power consumption and reliability. Formerly, chips out of specifi-
cation were rejected during manufacturing test. However, methods 
for sensing process perturbations have been proposed, e.g. phase 
detection, Modified Vernier Delay Line [5][22]. With such sensing 
in hand, adaptive design techniques can be applied to shift leakage 
currents and frequency into the required design constraints. Body 
biasing [22] is the most widespread technique, but other ap-
proaches to compensate for leakage and charge sharing have been 
proposed as well [5]. In recent years, research focus has shifted 
towards causes of soft errors, and applicable countermeasures have 
been investigated elaborately. Soft-errors are caused by radiation 
events (like neutrons, α-particles, electromagnetic interference) 
that result in charge variations of internal nodes and, thus, transient 
failures. Miscellaneous techniques have been published to avoid or 
recover from soft-errors. For instance, extra RC-filters and addi-
tional capacitances at vulnerable internal nodes have been pro-
posed [10]. Another approach was published in [9] where debug 
resources of the scan path (redundant latches) are used to detect 
soft-errors resulting in very little design overhead. 
Concluding, albeit the proposed techniques improve yield and soft-
error resiliency, they do not tackle lifetime reliability which is al-
ready a major concern in integrated system design. Intrinsic reli-
ability issues due to TDDB, electromigration and thermal cycling 
are additionally intensified by non-ideal scaling, increased transis-
tor count, power densities and adaptive processing [19]. Therefore, 
dynamic reliability management is investigated which aims at 
postponing device failures by means of microarchitectural aware-
ness of lifetime reliability [18]. A very different assumption is 
made in [17], assuming that device failure cannot be prevented and 
has to be resolved. Thereto, redundant transistors are added in par-
allel to vulnerable transistors while keeping the performance con-
stant. The analysis is limited to yield enhancements under constant 
performance and considers only stuck-open faults. In this work we 
expand the idea of redundant transistors which we call shadow 
transistors hereafter. Our contribution will show that shadow tran-
sistors can deal with yield defects as well as lifetime reliability due 

to gate oxide breakdown. Additionally, we will introduce an algo-
rithm that achieves enhanced reliability figures at the cost of minor 
degradation of delay and power. Furthermore, we show that apply-
ing high threshold voltage devices as shadow transistors increases 
reliability significantly at marginal extra costs. 

3. APPROACH 
The basic concepts and underlying assumptions used in this work 
are described in the following sections. 

3.1 Fundamentals of Reliability 
The term Reliability R(t) is to be understood as the probability of a 
system to perform as desired until time instance t. For instance, 
R(tx) = 0.8 states that there is an 80 % chance that the system is still 
running at time tx. Furthermore, the failure rate λ expresses the 
probability that a system fails in a given time interval. Assume that 
10 out of 100 systems fail in a given year, hence, an individual sys-
tem will fail with a probability of 10 % in that same year. For most 
cases, a constant failure rate λ is assumed over the useful system 
lifetime [7] so that reliability R(t) can be expressed by an exponen-
tial function (see equation 1). Closely related to the rather probabil-
istic expressions of reliability and failure rate is the Mean Time To 
Failure (MTTF), which is the average time that a system runs until 
it fails. Hence, it is equal to the expected lifetime and is expressed 
as the inverse of the constant failure rate λ (see equation 2). 
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Even though, these equations are used in most calculations, it 
needs to be noted that the assumption of a constant failure rate λ is 
only valid for the regular lifetime. Thus, infant mortality as well as 
wear-out mechanisms are excluded and are for the most part de-
scribed by Weibull distributions [7]. As we want to identify single 
transistors in a netlist that are susceptible to TDDB, we need to 
apply a quantitative measure for each transistor. Therefore, we cal-
culate the MTTFTDDB in a first step which is the average time until 
a transistor fails due to TDDB. The applied equation is based on 
experimental work performed at IBM [24]: 
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where VDD denotes the supply voltage, T is the absolute tempera-
ture in Kelvin, k is Boltzmann's constant and a, b, X, Y as well as Z 
are fitting parameters. However, to be able to compare different 
designs and implementations, we also require a single quantitative 
measure for the reliability of a system which has to include all 
transistors and all failure mechanisms under investigation. There-
fore, we adopt the model of summation [21] which requires mak-
ing two assumptions: 
1) All failure mechanisms as well as all transistors are independ-

ent and the whole system fails if any transistor fails. 
2) Each of the failure mechanisms has a known lifetime model. 

Then, the MTTF of the system can be formulated by means of the 
sum of the individual MTTFs: 
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Here, MTTFij denotes the MTTF for the ith failure mechanism (in 
this work only TDDB is considered) of the jth transistor. For exam-
ple, MTTF14 is the MTTF of the 4th transistor in respect to TDDB 
(with TDDB being the first failure mechanism). 

3.2 Origination of the approach 
The presented work originated from a discussion about a research 
project on organic computing (SPP-1183). In the following, Or-
ganic Computing (OC) is described very briefly and interesting 
similarities to reliable chip design are discussed. Organic comput-
ing describes the idea to analyze techniques found in nature and to 
emulate them within the field of computing [13]. Thereby, graceful 
degradation and the so called self-X behaviors are the most cited 
characteristics. The self-X characteristics include amongst others 
self-organization, self-adaptation and self-protection which are 
concepts likewise found in the design and operation of integrated 
circuits [8]. Systems with such approaches implemented, promise 
to be very robust provided that a certain level of redundancy is 
available. 
The similarities for reliable systems shall be clarified by means of 
a wireless sensor network which generally includes numerous OC-
characteristics. Such a network consists of plenty of sensor nodes 
that compute a joint task (e.g. measuring some physical parameter 
above a geographic stretch). Within the network topology, there is 
a certain fraction of sensor nodes that act as so called cluster heads. 
That is, these nodes administrate local clusters of sensors, aggre-
gate data from the neighbors and transmit the data across other 
cluster heads towards the data sink [11]. The resulting topology 
can be seen as a directed acyclic graph similar to a netlist (see fig-
ure 1). It is obvious that the cluster heads are of increased impor-
tance for system reliability. There, the critical cause for failure is 
the limited power resource/battery (due to data aggregation and 
transmission) like TDDB is the critical cause in our work. Two 
solutions can be applied: 
1) Adding redundancy: Wireless sensor networks include implicit 

redundancy as data can be transmitted along different routes 
and every sensor node can become a cluster head at any time. 
By comparison, only static redundancy can be added into a net-
list when considering circuit design (such results are presented 
in section 4.2). This does not hold true for networks-on-chip 
where redundant computation and communication is at 
hand [3]. 

2) Reducing susceptibility: In the case of sensor networks the 
easiest solution is to increase battery capacity which delays the 
failure of the cluster heads. Likewise, circuit failures can be de-
layed by applying transistors with thicker gate oxide. The re-
sulting implications for reliability, power and performance will 
be discussed in section 4.3. 

Finally, failure of a subsystem needs to be detected in order to self-

adapt to the situation. Such adaptation as regards sensor networks 
can be the rerouting of data or the new assignment of cluster heads. 
In terms of circuit design, such approaches would be Dynamic 
Voltage/Frequency Scaling (DV/FS) to adapt the system to declin-
ing performance or the shut down of defect redundant computation 
units. Such mechanisms will finally allow graceful system degra-
dation rather then early and abrupt system failure. 

3.3 Setup 
For this work we performed reliability investigations on two dif-
ferent abstraction levels. Firstly, we simulated basic logic gates on 
transistor level with HSpice to demonstrate that shadow transistors 
can compensate for impaired transistors due to TDDB (presented 
in section 4.1). Thereto, we used modified predictive transistor 
models from a 65 nm technology ─ called L-Vt/To [16]. Further-
more, basic logic gates were characterized in terms of power con-
sumption and delay for the various cases that one or several 
shadow transistors can be inserted. Secondly, we simulated various 
benchmark circuits based on the previously characterized logic 
gates and investigated the impact of shadow transistors on the criti-
cal design parameters. For the simulations of the different mecha-
nisms of gate oxide breakdown, we chose equivalent circuits that 
can be used in standard CAD environments [14]. Figure 2 a) de-
picts for instance the electrical defect model of gate-channel 
breakdown. Here, the transistor under examination is split into two 
transistors in series whereas w = w1 + w2 holds for the gate widths. 
By varying the ratio of w1 and w2, the location of breakdown can 
be modeled. Moreover, the extent of breakdown can be represented 
by different values for the resistance RGC. Hence, RGC close to zero 
is referred to as a hard breakdown whereas RGC >> 0 is called a 
soft breakdown. 
Similarly, oxide breakdown between the gate overlap regions and 
the source/drain extensions are modeled by the equivalent circuit 
depicted in figure 2 b) ─ called gate-drain and gate-source break-
down, respectively. Unlike the gate-channel model, the location of 
impact can not be reproduced but is of no concern for this break-
down mechanism. In the literature, several more elaborated models 
exist but the chosen ones are fully sufficient for our purpose [12]. 
For our approach we had to extend equation 3 because the equation 
holds only true across all transistors if equal input signal probabili-
ties are assumed (i.e. the input is a logical 1 for 50 % of the time). 
However, this is not realistic and it should be considered that 
TDDB depends on the absolute voltage level at the gate [20]. For 
instance, if no voltage is supplied to the gate of an NMOS (gate 
voltage Vg = 0), there is no electric field and TDDB does not occur. 
On the other hand, if Vg = VDD an electric field and TDDB are pre-
sent and the MTTFTDDB is smaller compared to the general case 
with equal input probability. The same applies for PMOS, but with 
inverse voltage levels ─ the critical case is Vg = 0. Considering this 
additional aspect, we obtain the MTTF of the system as equation 5: 

 
Figure 1.   A netlist drawn as a directed acyclic graph:  

a) original and b) with added redundancy. 

 

Figure 2.   Underlying models for dielectric breakdown:  
a) gate-channel and b) gate-drain (gate-source). 
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where #PMOS and #NMOS are the numbers of PMOS and NMOS 
transistors, respectively and P1,i is the probability of a logic 1 at 
pin i. MTTFL-Vt/To is the reference value for the chosen technology 
with equal input probability (calculated based on equation 3). Now, 
a quantitative measure can be calculated to express the reliability 
of the system. However, the equation represents a series failure 
system which is not the case for shadow transistors which are in 
parallel to their counterparts. Lastly, equation 6 considers the serial 
and parallel components separately: 
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with #PMOS,ST and #NMOS,ST being the number of shadow tran-
sistors (including their counterparts), MTTFST accounting for the 
parallel structure of the shadow transistors and MTTFsystem,w/o,ST  
representing the MTTF for the rest of the circuit. For the sake of 
simplicity, we define the temperature T, supply voltage VDD and 
the gate oxide areas to be constant across the benchmark circuits. 
For this simplification, the probability of gate oxide breakdown 
depends only on the signal probability and the transistor type. 

3.4 Algorithm 
The primary idea of our work is to identify the transistors that are 
most susceptible to TDDB and to add shadow transistors in parallel 
at those instances. This does not reduce the failure rate of the initial 
transistor but adds an additional path into the netlist (see fig-
ure 3 b). Thus, the probability that both transistors fail is signifi-
cantly smaller and, consequently, the probability for system failure 
is reduced as well. The different steps for the insertion of shadow 
transistors are described in the following: 
1) Appropriate input signal probabilities are applied to the design 

that is to be enhanced. Whereas signal probability (SP) does 
not stand for the probability of the signal to change but for the 
probability of the signal being a logical 1. For instance, 0.8 de-
notes that the signal is a logical 1 for 80 % of the time. 

2) With the input probabilities as stimulus, the netlist is simulated 
and a signal probability is assigned to each pin of the netlist. 

3) Based on the signal probabilities and the technology values for 
MTTFTDDB, those transistors most vulnerable to TDDB can be 
identified. 

4) After that, shadow transistors are added to the netlist wherever 
the signal probabilities exceed a limit defined by the critical 
threshold Ccrit. As the damaging voltages are different for the 
gate inputs of NMOS and PMOS (see section 3.3), the 

following two conditions are applied:  
  

 FOR ALL i DO  
   IF (SPi < Ccrit) THEN ADD_SHADOW_PMOS  
   IF (SPi > (1-Ccrit)) THEN ADD_SHADOW_NMOS  
 END FOR 

5) Lastly, the netlist is analyzed anew to gather design parameters 
like delay, power consumption and reliability. These new and 
the initial parameters give valuable hints for adapting the criti-
cal threshold Ccrit to the desired needs and given constraints. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter presents the attained findings and discusses its impli-
cations. 

4.1 Gate functionality and TDDB 
As the positions of oxide breakdown are randomly distributed over 
the dielectric area, we considered a uniform distribution of the 
breakdown location along the channel length of our model [6]. Fur-
thermore, we altered the resistance of the TDDB models in a rea-
sonable range from 0 to 5.2 kΩ. Accordingly, we simulated the 
miscellaneous scenarios for inserting shadow transistors across the 
different logic gates and parameter sets. An example of a NOR2 is 
depicted in figure 3 b) with a redundant shadow transistor in paral-
lel to the upper PMOS. The gate lengths of all shadow transistors 
were set to be identical to their according counterparts (WR = WS). 
It is worth to note that even though we concentrate on TDDB, the 
results are also valid for abrupt oxide breakdown (e.g. due to ESD). 
The results for a centered gate-channel breakdown are plotted in 
figure 4 for the NOR2 gates shown in figure 3 a) and b). It can be 
observed that the gates with shadow transistor are rarely being af-
fected except for the delay increase towards RGC = 0. By contrast, 
the unprotected NOR2 does not even reach the correct logic levels 
for all cases. Furthermore, the delay increases exponentially to-
wards the y-axis and exhibits already for soft breakdowns (RGC 
rather high) an increased delay that can hardly be compensated in 
subsequent gates ─ thus, the unprotected NOR2 has to be consid-
ered defect. Unfortunately, the same conclusions do not apply to 
gate-drain/source breakdown where some scenarios also reveal a 
strong delay increase or do not reach the correct state at all. Let us 
consider an inverter with a complete gate-drain breakdown at the 
PMOS. Hence, the input signal is directly mapped to the output. In 
the case of an incoming 0 and a shadow transistor in parallel to the 
PMOS, the driving gate and the shadow transistor compete for the 
output whereas the result depends on the driving strength of the 
participating transistors. 
Two more things need to be considered for logic gates with any 
kind of gate oxide breakdown. Firstly, such gates do not reach the 
full voltage swing which can mostly be recovered due to the level 

 
Figure 3.   Example of a) a standard NOR2 and b) a NOR2 

with a shadow transistor for the upper PMOS. 
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restoring characteristic of CMOS. Secondly, such gates increase in 
delay which can result in timing errors rather than logical errors. 
However, if adaptive techniques are applied (e.g. DFS), the defect 
module could work further on at reduced performance. The results 
of the miscellaneous simulations exhibited quantitatively identical 
behavior so that it can be concluded that logic gates with shadow 
transistors are fully functional in the presence of gate-channel 
breakdown. Though, with respect to gate-drain/-source breakdown 
shadow transistors increase reliability but can not compensate all 
scenarios. Thus, unreliable transistors do not necessarily lead to 
failing system behavior but system reliability depends on the de-
gree of unreliable transistors, their position in the logic composi-
tion and on the degree of system-level adaptation. 
To be able to evaluate different benchmark circuits in the next step, 
the logic gates with shadow transistors were also characterized 
without the failure models. In table 1, a couple of results extracted 
from these simulations are given exemplarily. The delays refer to a 
testbench with a fan-out of 4 (FO4) and also consider the slow-
down of the fan-in gates due to the increased input capacitance. 
Thus, the impact on performance in a chain of gates is relatively 
small because the larger input capacitance is mostly compensated 
by the improved driving strength. Alongside the values for an in-
verter and a NOR2, the mean values of delay increase are given for 
the subset of two cases where all NMOS, respective PMOS, tran-
sistors of a gate receive a shadow transistor. 

Table 1.   Delay penalties for a few exemplary cases  
with shadow transistors (ST) 

 INV NOR2 Exemplary Mean Delays 

Normal 20.53 ps 28.77 ps td,Ø 

With ST 21.52 ps 28.90 ps td,Ø,NMOS * 1.15 td,Ø,PMOS * 1.3
   All NMOS resp. PMOS redundant 

4.2 Design enhancements 
After it was shown that shadow transistors do compensate for a 
wide range of gate oxide breakdowns and after the logic gates were 
characterized with and without shadow transistors, we were able to 
implement several benchmark circuits. Figure 5 depicts the im-
provement of MTTF for different designs in relation to an unpro-
tected design. The critical threshold Ccrit was set to 0.3 for these 
figures which resulted on average in 22.8 % additional shadow 
transistors. Furthermore, the results for random insertion of STs are 
also given in the figure for comparison. Thereby, the same amount 
of shadow transistors was added to each design as with our algo-
rithm. The figures in the diagram prove both the approach of in-
serting shadow transistors and the chosen algorithm successful. 
Independent from the algorithm, inserting shadow transistors raises 
the expected lifetime of an integrated circuit in respect of oxide 

breakdown. Moreover, our selective algorithm improves the MTTF 
for the given critical threshold Ccrit on average by 13.9 %. Thus, 
the random insertion with 8.8 % improvement on average is clearly 
outperformed at no further costs. 
The improvement of the MTTF can be adjusted by adapting the 
critical threshold Ccrit. As the distribution of signal probabilities 
across the transistors is not uniform, there is no linear correlation 
between Ccrit and the MTTF. However, it holds true that larger Ccrit 
adds more shadow transistors and thus raises reliability. The ten-
dency of an increase is also valid for the power consumption and 
the system delay. Finally, the modified designs also inherently in-
crease manufacturing yield as errors such as stuck-open transistors 
are also compensated. 

4.3 Applying Dual-Vt 
It is a known correlation that issues like gate leakage and gate ox-
ide breakdown worsen with thinner gate oxides. For our goal of 
improved reliability, the correlation holds also true vice versa. That 
is, if we apply devices with thicker gate oxide, the expected life-
time increases as well. Fortunately, the chosen transistor models 
also include H-Vt/To transistors for this case [16]. Such transistors 
have thicker gate oxide and higher threshold voltage, and thus, they 
are slower and exhibit less leakage currents compared to the stan-
dard L-Vt/To types. Because the root causes of oxide breakdown 
are still under discussion, there exists no defined relation between 
oxide thickness and the MTTF. However, in [18] and [20] simple 
rules of thumb are deduced which state that MTTF increases by an 
order of magnitude when the gate oxide is made 0.22 nm 
thicker [18] (see equation 7), respectively 0.1 nm [20]. We refer to 
the more conservative value and calculate the difference in MTTF 
for the two transistor types as follows: 
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where Δtox is the difference in gate oxide of the two transistor 
types (in nm) and MTTFH-Vt/To as well as MTTFL-Vt/To are the corre-
sponding MTTFs. Furthermore, the constant 0.15 is the difference 
of the gate oxides in our technology (1.85 nm ─ 1.7 nm). To evalu-
ate the differences to the previous benchmark circuits for standard 
transistors (figure 5), we chose the same premises. This means that 
the same unprotected designs were chosen as starting point (includ-
ing solely standard transistors). And the same algorithm was cho-
sen for inserting the shadow transistors of type H-Vt/To, i.e. the 
same amount of redundancy was added for each design. However, 
in contrast to the previous case, the gate widths of the shadow tran-
sistors were not equally sized to their counterparts (WR != WS, see 
figure 3 b). They were rather sized to have the same input capaci-
tance which promises to lead to similar figures for delay and power 
consumption. This could be proven by transistor-level simulations 
where only a small impact on delay could be observed. Though, it 
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needs to be considered that in the case of oxide breakdown in the 
original transistor, the setup with the high threshold shadow tran-
sistor performs slower due to smaller driving strength. This can 
also be seen in figure 4 where the two curves behave quantitatively 
similar but with a certain offset in delay. Lastly, the MTTF for the 
redundant pair has to be recalculated as the simple case of equal 
transistor types does not hold true here: 
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Figure 6 presents the results for the combined approach of shadow 
transistors with high threshold voltage transistors and the devel-
oped algorithm. Firstly, an impressive additional improvement in 
terms of MTTF can be observed with up to 59 % in the best case 
and 42 % on average (in contrast to 18.3 %, respective 13.9 % for 
standard shadow transistors). Though, dynamic power consump-
tion increased by 13.5 % and the delay by 10.6 % on average. 
Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that the design parameters can 
be adapted in a wide range by changing the critical threshold Ccrit 
accordingly. For instance, for a larger critical threshold of 0.5, the 
following mean values were achieved: MTTF 91.6 %, power 
30.7 % and delay 20.0 %. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
This contribution identified the need for improvements of lifetime 
reliability and the potential for approaches on transistor and gate-
level design. One of the earlier findings stated that redundant tran-
sistors enhance manufacturing yield in the presence of stuck-open 
faults. We delved into this approach and demonstrated ─ based on 
comprehensive transistor level simulations ─ that redundant tran-
sistors can additionally compensate for a wide range of failures due 
to gate oxide breakdown. Motivated by this finding, we character-
ized numerous logic gates with redundant transistors (called 
shadow transistors) and implemented an algorithm that identifies 
those transistors of a netlist that are most vulnerable to Time-
Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB). Furthermore, we ar-
gued for applying high threshold devices in place of the standard 
shadow transistors to further improve reliability. Finally, we im-
plemented several benchmark circuits and proved our combined 
approach to be successful. For roughly 20 % of additional transis-
tors, reliability with respect to TDDB was improved up to 59 % 
and 42 % on average compared to the unprotected netlist. How-
ever, delay and power consumption also exhibited moderate in-
crease of 10.6 % and 13.5 %, respectively. Future efforts aim at 
integrating further mechanisms of lifetime failure into our models 
of reliability. Moreover, it is planned to include variable con-
straints for delay and power consumption to trade off design pa-
rameters more elaborately. 
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